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Summary
• Question

• How does subsidized lending competition affect loan terms?
• Approach

• Exploit rich data on SBA lending and merger-induced changes in HHI
• Key Results

• Document statistics on market for SBA lending• Competition in SBA lending lowers spreads• Less competition → $5 Billion in savings
• Comments

• Disrupted Relationships
• Size Effect
• Rich Data Availability
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Alternative #1: Disrupted Relationships
• This paper: Merger → higher HHI → decline in lending

• Nguyen (2019): Merger → disrupting relationships → decline in lending
• Paper acknowledges competing channel

• Problem: Need to disentangle the two stories
• Solution #1: Study areas without bank branches
• Solution #2: Use alternative shock that reduces lending without closing branches

• Natural disasters (Cortés and Strahan, 2017)• Natural gas (Gilje, Loutskina and Strahan, 2016)• Deposit market power (Drechsler, Savov and Schnabl, 2021)• Real estate (Chakraborty, Goldstein and MacKinlay, 2018)
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Alternative #2: Size Effect

• This paper: Merger → higher HHI → decline in lending

• Alternative: Merger → larger banks → decline in lending
• Capacity constraints may prevent ability to collect soft information• Large banks may rely more on technology over soft information

• Solution:
• Identify effect across size

• Endogeneity concern: Currently ignoring small bank mergers• Overlook endogeneity for this exercise
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Robustness: Rich Data Availability
• Paper has rich set of lender-identified loan-level data
• Goal: Exploit rich data to account for lender FE, placebo, and substitution acrosssamples

• Incorporate Express Loans
• Express loans represent short turnaround at a cost• Inelastic demand → more monopoly power• Sanity check: is the effect monotonic?

• Incorporate CRA data
• Broader small business market serve as placebo• Problem: CRA data is at county level and few margins to test• Solution: Transform SBA data to be comparable

• Incorporate HMDA data
• Mortgage markets should move in the same direction• Mortgage data is also at the loan level
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Conclusion

• Rich data on SBA lending and important research question
• Analysis relies on tried and tested method of bank mergers
• Opportunities to reinforce using alternative settings
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